
 Military power and international order

 MICHAEL HOWARD

 Lawrence Freedman writes :

 It is hard to overstate the role played by Sir Michael Howard in raising the quality and influ
 ence of the academic study of warfare. He founded the War Studies Department at Kings
 College London and, with others, the International Institute for Strategic Studies. He also

 showed how it should be done. He accepted no boundaries on his interests, added political
 science to his core discipline of history, and always wrote with elegance and erudition. This

 article was based on his inaugural lecture at Kings. First published when the Cold War still

 had another quarter century to run, it displays Howard's trademark ability to place the concerns
 of the moment in their fullest historical context. The timing, however, was important. The
 publication came after the great crises of Cuba and Berlin had been survived, leading to some

 optimism that the superpowers could manage their relationship without resort to war, but before
 the disillusioning experience of the full American intervention in Vietnam.

 The awesome capabilities of nuclear weapons provided the reason why it was so essential
 to find a way by which a durable international order might be constructed and sustained, but

 also why this might just about be possible to achieve. Howard was careful not to argue that the
 arrival of nuclear weapons had changed everything. Even before 1945 notions that war might
 be welcomed as a test of manhood or an economic opportunity had long been discredited. It was

 hard to think of any purpose served by war short of national survival. Meanwhile, conflicts
 involving states outside the Cold War system were likely to be fought along classical lines and

 when the superpowers were involved limited but effective forms of armed force might still be
 found. The real difference made by nuclear weapons, then becoming thankfully apparent, was

 that should a casus belli occur between nuclear powers there was unlikely to be a spasm of mutual

 destruction. Even if fighting had begun there would be an intensification rather than cessation of

 diplomatic activity. 'The conduct of international relations', Howard wrote, must always be a

 'delicate adjustment of power to power, a mutual exploration of intentions and capabilities, so
 as to preserve an order which, though fully satisfying to nobody, is just tolerable to all\

 The same topic addressed today would be bound to acknowledge the number of recent
 campaigns nuclear powers have fought, without ever seriously contemplating moving beyond

 conventional forces, and the complexities introduced by so much conflict being about weak states
 and non-state actors. With the passage of time, however, one thing is much clearer. In no small

 measure as a result of Howard's contribution, war studies is recognized to be much more than
 a 'passing intellectual fashion , and has become as he hoped would be the case in his conclusion,

 'academically reputable and socially relevant '.
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 Michael Howard

 Abridged version of Michael Howard's original inaugural lecture at King's
 College London, 5 May 1964.

 In his inaugural lecture, in January 1927, my predecessor, Sir Frederick Maurice,1
 chose as his subject ' The Uses of the Study of War'. These uses he saw as twofold.

 The first, which most concerns the citizen, is to promote peace by promoting an under
 standing of the realities of war and of the problems which may lead to war. The second,

 which most concerns the professional, but also does or should concern the citizen, is to
 ensure that war, if it comes, is waged in the best possible way.

 For, he pointed out.

 A struggle between nations in which vital interests are involved is not merely the concern
 of professional soldiers, sailors and airmen, but affects directly every citizen and calls for

 the whole resources of the nation. We have learned that statecraft, economics, the supply
 of raw material, science and industry, are factors which are of prime importance to the
 issue, and we realise that the tendency is for the importance of the last two to increase ...

 Above all (he concluded) we have -learned that war is a great evil.

 The course of the Second World War was to bear out everything that he said.
 Its outcome was determined as much in the factories and shipyards and laboratories

 as on the battlefield itself. Its historians have to study the development of weapon
 design and production, and problems of political, economic and industrial organi
 sation, at least as deeply as the operations of the armed forces themselves. Yet it

 is quite clear that the development of weapons during the last twenty years has
 effected so drastic a change in the nature of war that Sir Frederick's lecture can
 now properly be read only as a historical document from a previous era. Only
 by considering the context in which it was delivered and assessing the extent and

 significance of the changes which have since occurred can we take his words as a
 guide to our own studies and policies in the second half of the 20th century.

 What was this context? It was that of the age of struggles between 'Nations
 in Arms' which had opened with the French Revolutionary Wars, developed
 through those great mid-century conflicts between nascent industrial communi
 ties, the American Civil War and the Franco-Prussian War, and reached its climax

 in the two World Wars which dominated the first half of this century. During this
 period, the development of the political authority and administrative expertise
 of the state made it possible to place at the disposal of the armed forces the entire
 resources of the nation in man-power, technical skill and industrial productivity.
 The development of science, engineering and industry made equally available to
 them, in great quantities, weapons of unprecedented destructive power. Equipped

 with these weapons, making full use of all developing means of transport by
 land, sea, and, ultimately, air, and drawing on national man-power to the point

 * This is Professor Howard's own slightly abridged version of his inaugural lecture delivered on 5 May 1964 at
 King's College London, originally published in International Affairs 40: 3 (1964), pp. 397?408. See online at
 www.jstor.org/stable/2610824.
 Major-General Sir Frederick Maurice was Professor of War Studies, King's College, University of London,
 from 1929 to 1933.
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 Military power and international order

 of exhaustion, the armed forces of the great nations of the Northern hemisphere

 were able to pursue on a gigantic scale the classical objectives of warfare: the defeat
 of the opposing forces, in order to disarm the enemy and confront him with the
 alternatives of annihilation or surrender; or at least a sufficient probability of defeat

 to make it sound policy for him to come to terms.
 As the twentieth century progressed the means of achieving this objective grew

 even more complex and sophisticated, but the object itself remained unaltered.
 The hopes expressed by inter-war theorists, that direct military confrontation
 might be avoided or mitigated by direct assaults on the morale of the enemy
 population, whether by propaganda, by blockade or by air attack, bore very little
 fruit. Command of the air could not be won without first destroying the enemy
 air force in a subtle and long drawn-out battle of attrition ; and without command
 of the air it was not possible to strike effectively either at the enemy population or
 at his sources of economic strength. Without command of the sea the economic
 base of maritime nations was hopelessly vulnerable ; and command of the sea was

 the reward of a weary struggle, not simply between capital fleets as Mahan and his
 disciples had believed, but between submarines, escorts, aircraft and surface-raiders,

 equipped with the finest aids science could provide but ultimately dependent on
 the courage and skill of the men who manned them. Armies were still needed to
 seize or defend the bases on which command of the air or the sea depended and
 to exploit the opportunities which these advantages gave them; and even without
 these advantages skilful leadership, good weapons and stubborn troops could still
 inflict heavy losses and impose heartbreaking delays.

 For all these reasons, and in spite of the growing complication of war in three
 elements, one can still trace in the Second World War the basic characteristics of the

 conflicts waged by Napoleon, by Ulysses S. Grant, by Moltke, and by Ludendorff
 and Haig. There was the mobilisation of the resources of the nation, involving
 a transformation of the peacetime pattern of the national economy. There was
 the conversion of those resources into effective military power; and there was the
 deployment of that power by military specialists, according to classical principles
 of strategy, for the defeat of the enemy armed forces.

 It is of course an over-simplification to talk of the age of mas s-warfare as 'begin

 ning' in 1792. Eighteenth-century habits of military thought and organisation
 lingered long into the nineteenth and even the twentieth centuries?perhaps longer
 in this sheltered country than anywhere else. Very few of Goethe's contemporaries

 could have understood what he meant by observing that a new age had opened
 when the French volunteers stood firm under the Prussian cannonade at Valmy on

 September 20, 1792. But there was no lack of would-be Goethes to proclaim the
 beginning of a new era on August 6,1945, when the first atomic bomb was dropped
 on Hiroshima. In the short run they were wrong, just as Goethe was wrong. The
 atom bombs of 1945, for all their unprecedented power, were not immediately
 accepted by military planners as being, in themselves, decisive weapons of war.
 Their process of manufacture was so slow and expensive that it was several years
 before the United States had a stockpile sufficient to devastate a rival as large as
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 the Soviet Union; while such bombs as were available could be transported to
 their targets only in sub-sonic, short-range manned bombers, vulnerable to fighter
 attack and anti-aircraft fire. When the world began to rearm again in 1950 the atom

 bomb was considered an ancillary and not a decisive weapon in a conflict which, in
 the view of responsible defence specialists on both sides, was likely to differ little
 in its basic requirements from the Second World War. The year 1945, like 1792,
 only provided a foretaste of what might come when the new technology got into

 its stride; that is, when thermonuclear replaced atomic explosives, and manned
 bombers were supplemented by ballistic missiles.

 It is tempting to draw from this development sweeping and premature conclu
 sions. There are still very few nuclear Powers in the world, and it seems unlikely
 that their number will increase very rapidly. A conflict today between, say, China

 and India, or between two African states, might well conform to the general
 pattern of European warfare over the past hundred years. But for the great indus

 trial nations of the Northern hemisphere, that pattern is now radically altered. In
 order to confront one's adversary with the alternatives of annihilation or surrender

 it is no longer necessary to mobilise major forces and deploy them according to
 classical principles of strategy. It is unlikely that there will be either the need or the

 time to apply the techniques we learned in two world wars for the switching over
 of the national economy from a peacetime to a wartime footing. Those Powers
 which possess sufficient wealth, scientific expertise and industrial capacity have
 developed weapons-systems which poise the threat of inescapable and unaccept
 able destruction over the heads of their rivals even in time of deepest peace; and
 for nations so threatened military security can no longer be based on traditional
 principles of defence, mobilisation and counter-attack. It can be based only on the
 capacity to deter one's adversary by having available the capacity to inflict on him
 inescapable and unacceptable damage in return.

 So much has been generally accepted for the past 10 years, and the dimensions

 of this new situation have been studied with encyclopaedic brilliance by a group
 of American scholars whose work must be the starting point for any student of
 military affairs today. They have patiently unravelled the problems of the technical
 and political requirements of deterrence. They have discussed the possible nature
 of a nuclear war, the alternative forms into which international conflict might be
 channelled, and the political measures needed to control the military forces we
 can now unleash. But many things remain unclear: not least of them the effect
 which this transformation in the nature of war is likely to have on that interna
 tional order in which armed sovereign states peacefully coexist; always assuming
 that they remain armed and that they remain sovereign-two assumptions which at
 present it seems not unreasonable to make.

 In offering some tentative remarks on this subject I shall consider briefly the
 nature both of war and of the international order within which it arises. I shall

 not, in dealing with the first, adopt the view that war is a disease of the body
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 politic, a pathological condition which can be traced to abnormalities in the social
 or economic structure, or to the racial characteristics of particular peoples. One
 could list many such explanations of the causes of war, from 'aggressor nations'
 or the machinations of armament-manufacturers to particular kinds of ruling
 class?whether monarcho-feudal, as the Cobdenites believed ioo years ago, or
 bourgeois?capitalist, as the socialists believed 50 years later. All take as their
 starting point the assumption that peace is the natural condition of mankind,
 as health is of the human body. Such a view is understandable enough. It is a
 commendable reaction, not simply against the evils of war in themselves, but
 against the doctrines which were so widespread in Europe during the 19th and the
 earlier part of this century, that War is necessary to the health of the Race, that

 it is an intrinsic part of the dialectical mechanism of Progress or the biological
 mechanism of the Survival of the Fittest, a test of manhood to be strenuously
 prepared for and welcomed when it comes. The generation of Rupert Brooke
 had still to learn the lesson, on which Sir Frederick Maurice was to insist in 1927,

 that' war is a great evil '.

 But the historian and the political scientist cannot discuss war in terms of good

 or evil, normality or abnormality, health or disease. For them it is simply the use
 of violence by states for the enforcement, the protection or the extension of their

 political power. Some wars, under some circumstances, may be rational acts of
 policy; under others, they may not. Power, in itself, is something morally neutral,
 being no more than the capacity of individuals or groups to control and organise
 their environment to conform with their physical requirements or their code of

 moral values. The desire for, acquisition, and exercise of power is the raw material
 of politics, national and international, and violence may sometimes prove an effec
 tive means to secure or retain it. Within well-organised states groups can seldom
 achieve power by violence, save in a marginal or covert way; and power which is
 so achieved will be of a most transitory kind until it is transformed by prescriptive

 exercise or rational consent into effective authority. Yet in spite of the aspirations

 of internationalists since the 16th century, in spite of Hague Conferences, Kellogg
 Pacts, League Covenants and United Nations Charters, the use of violence remains

 among sovereign states as an accepted if rarely exercised instrument for the exten
 sion or protection of their power.

 But the inhibitions on the use of violence between states are considerable. They
 are not grounded simply on humanitarian considerations, or on any formal respect
 for international law. Fundamentally they rest on the most naked kind of self
 interest. The use of violence, between states as between individuals, is seldom
 the most effective way of settling disputes. It is expensive in its methods and
 unpredictable in its outcome; and these elements of expense and unpredictability
 have both grown enormously over the last hundred years. The advent of nuclear
 weapons has only intensified an aversion to the use of violence in international
 affairs, which has, with certain rather obvious exceptions, increasingly character

 ised the conduct of foreign policy by the major Powers since the latter part of the
 nineteenth century.
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 Michael Howard

 For this aversion there was little historical precedent. In most of the societies
 known to history, war has been an established and usually rather enjoyable social
 rite. In Western Europe until the first part of the 17th century warfare was a way of

 life for considerable sections of society, its termination was for them a catastrophe,

 and its prolongation, official or unofficial, was the legitimate objective of every
 man of spirit. Even in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries war, elaborate and

 formal as its conduct had become, was an accepted, almost an indispensable part
 of the pattern of society, and it was curtailed and intermittent only because of its
 mounting expense. If war could be made to pay, as it did -for the Dutch merchants

 in the seventeenth century and the English in the eighteenth, then its declara
 tion was as welcome as its termination was deplored. Habits of mind formed in
 days when war was the main social function of the nobility and a source of profit
 to the merchants survived into our own century, even though new weapons had
 rendered aristocratic leadership anachronistic if not positively dangerous, and the
 City of London confidently predicted ruin and bankruptcy when war threatened
 in 1914. Such atavistic belligerence was fanned by the jingoistic enthusiasm of the

 masses in the great cities of Western Europe, where gusts of emotion greeted every
 war from the Crimea to that of 1914.

 But by 1914 governments and peoples were largely at cross-purposes. Since 1870
 the size and expense of the war-machines, and the uncertainty of the consequences

 of war for society as a whole, made violence an increasingly unusable instrument
 for the conduct of international affairs. Defeat, even at the hands of a moderate

 and restrained adversary, might mean social revolution, as it nearly had for France
 in 1870 and Russia in 1905 ; while even a successful war involved a disturbance of

 the economic life of the nation whose consequences were quite unforeseeable.
 Clauseviitz in his great work On War had suggested that 'policy', the adaptation of
 military means to political objectives, could convert the heavy battlesword of war
 into a light, handy rapier for use in limited conflicts; but the mass armies of 1870,
 of 1914 and of 1939 could not be wielded as rapiers in the cut and thrust of inter
 national politics. Indeed, so great was the expense of modern war, so heavy were
 the sacrifices that it entailed, that it was difficult to conceive of causes warranting

 having resort to it at all. Could the national resources really be mobilised and the
 youth of the nation really be sacrificed in hundreds of thousands for anything
 short of national survival, or some great ideological crusade?

 So at least it appeared to the great Western democracies in the 1930s; and it
 was this sentiment that Hitler exploited with such superb and sinister skill. Mass
 war, as Britain and France had learned to fight it between 1914 and 1918, was not a
 rational instrument of foreign policy. French and British statesmen were naturally

 and properly unwilling to invoke it for such limited objectives as the preservation
 of the Rhineland from re-militarisation ; or the prevention of the Anschluss of an

 acquiescent Austria with Germany; or to prevent the German population of the
 Sudetenland being accorded the privileges of self-determination which had been
 granted to other peoples in Central Europe; and there appeared to be no other
 instruments they could use instead. To suggest that Hitler could not have been
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 planning for war because in 1939 the German economy was not fully mobilised nor
 the armed forces at full battle strength is to apply the standards of 1914 to a different
 situation. Hitler had not armed Germany, as Britain and France had systematically

 armed since 1935, for a full-scale, formal Armageddon. He had every hope that
 it might be avoided. But he had the means available to use violence as an instru

 ment of policy in a limited but sufficient degree, and he had no more inhibitions
 about using it in foreign than he had in domestic affairs. The Western democracies,
 committed to a policy of total violence in international affairs or none at all, could
 only watch him paralysed; until they took up arms on a scale, and with a crusading
 purpose, which could result only in the destruction of Germany or of themselves,
 and quite conceivably of both.
 We should not, therefore, overestimate the change brought about in inter

 national relations through the introduction of nuclear weapons. The reluctance
 to contemplate the use of such weapons, which is fortunately so characteristic
 of the Powers, which at present possess them, is a continuation, although vastly
 intensified, of the reluctance to use the older techniques of mass war. Even as the
 statesmen of the 1930s found it difficult to conceive of a cause urgent enough to

 justify the use of the massive weapons of which they potentially disposed, so, a
 fortiori, is it still more difficult for us to foresee the political problem to which the
 destruction of a score of millions of civilians will provide the appropriate military
 solution. It is for this reason that political influence does not necessarily increase in
 direct proportion to the acquisition of nuclear power. Similarly, there is no cause
 to suppose that the capacity to use nuclear weapons will be any more effective
 as a deterrent to, or even as an agent of, disturbances of the international order
 than was, in the 1930s, the ability, given the will, to wage mass war. Those who

 wish to use violence as an instrument of policy-and since 1945 they have not been

 rare-can find, as did Hitler, more limited and effective forms ; and those who hope
 to counter it need equally effective instruments for doing so.

 Perhaps, indeed, it is necessary, in reassessing the place of military force in
 international affairs, to rid ourselves of the idea that if such force is employed it

 must necessarily be in a distinct 'war', formally declared, ending in a clear decision

 embodied in a peace treaty, taking place within a precise interval of time during
 which diplomatic relations between the belligerents are suspended and military
 operations proceed according to their own peculiar laws. We reveal the influence
 of this concept whenever we talk about 'the next war', or 'if war breaks out' or
 'the need to deter war'. If an inescapable casus belli were to occur between nuclear

 Powers, there might follow a spasm of mutual destruction which the survivors,
 such as they were, would be justified in remembering as the Third World War; but
 such an outcome is by no means inevitable, and appears to be decreasingly likely.
 It seems more probable that a casus belli would provoke threats and, if necessary,
 execution of limited acts of violence, probably though not necessarily localised,
 probably though not necessarily non-nuclear; all accompanied by an intensifica
 tion rather than a cessation of diplomatic intercourse. Instead of a formal state
 of war in which diplomacy was subordinated to the requirements of strategy,
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 specific military operations might be carried out under the most rigorous political
 control. It will certainly no longer be enough for the statesman to give general
 guidance to a military machine which then proceeds according to its own laws.
 Politics must now interpenetrate military activity at every level as thoroughly
 as the nervous system penetrates the tissues of a human body, carrying to the
 smallest muscle the dictates of a controlling will. The demands on the military
 for discipline and self-sacrifice will be great beyond all precedent, and the oppor
 tunities for traditional honour and glory negligible. Regiments will bear as their
 battle honours the names, not of the battles they have fought, but those that they
 have averted.

 The maintenance of armed forces for this role creates many problems. Such
 conflicts must be waged with forces in being, and the task for which they are
 recruited is a thankless one. The standard of technical expertise, already high, may
 become still more exacting ; military commanders will need exceptional political
 wisdom as well as military skill; but they must refrain from attempting to shape
 the political world to their military image, as the French Army tried to do, so
 tragically, in Algeria. Indeed, the tendency which has been so general during the
 past 15 years of regarding all international relations as an extension of warfare, and

 the description of national policy in such terms as 'national strategy' or 'Cold War'
 betrays a dangerous confusion of categories and a fundamental misunderstanding
 of the nature of international affairs, even in an age of bitter ideological conflict.

 On the other hand, statesmen now require a deeper understanding of military
 matters, of the needs and capabilities and limitations of armed forces, than they
 have ever needed in the past. Only if there is complete mutual understanding
 and co-operation between civil and military leaders, only if there is effective
 functioning of the mechanism of command and control, only if there is entire
 discipline and obedience in every rank of military hierarchy can military power
 serve as an instrument of international order at all, rather than one of international

 anarchy and world destruction.

 The order which exists between sovereign states is very different in kind from that

 which they maintain within their borders, but it is an order none the less, though
 precarious in places and everywhere incomplete. There does exist a comity of
 nations, an international community transcending ideological and other rivalries.
 Its activities in many fields?those of commerce and communications, of health
 and diplomatic representation, of use of the high seas and of the air?are regulated
 by effective and precise provisions of international law, which are for the most
 part meticulously observed. But even in those aspects of international relations
 which international law does not regulate, order still obtains. It is preserved by
 certain conventions of behaviour established and adjusted by a continuing and
 subtle process of communication and negotiations, with which not even the most

 revolutionary of states?neither the United States in the eighteenth century nor
 the Soviet Union in the twentieth?has ever found it possible to dispense for
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 very long. This order is based on no system of positive law, nor of natural justice,
 nor of clearly defined rights, nor even of agreed values. It has never been very
 easy for sovereign states to agree about such things. Even if the differing pattern

 of their international development does not lead them to adopt divergent and
 conflicting ideologies, states are bound by their very nature to regard the mainte
 nance of their own power as the main criterion of all their actions and to pursue
 that, whatever their noble professions to the contrary. International order is based
 rather on recognition of disagreement, and of the limitation on ones own capacity
 to secure agreement. It is based on the understanding by nations that their capacity

 to impose and extend their own favoured order is limited by the will and effective
 ability of other states to impose theirs. The conduct of international relations must
 therefore always be a delicate adjustment of power to power, a mutual exploration
 of intentions and capabilities, so as to find and preserve an order which, though
 fully satisfying to nobody, is just tolerable to all.

 The power which states exercise in international affairs is compounded of many
 attributes, economic, diplomatic, cultural and ideological as well as military. But
 military power, the capacity to use violence for the protection, enforcement or
 extension of authority, remains an instrument with which no state has yet found
 it possible completely to dispense. Indeed, it is not easy to see how international
 relations could be conducted, and international order maintained, if it were totally
 absent. The capacity of states to defend themselves, and their evident willingness
 to do so, provides the basic framework within which the business of international
 negotiation is carried on. That this framework should be as wide and as flexible
 as possible hardly needs arguing; but if no such limits existed, if it were known
 that there were no extremes of surrender and humiliation beyond which a state
 could not be pressed, the maintenance of international order would surely be,
 not easier, but incalculably more difficult. It is significant that nearly every one of
 the new states which has emerged since the Second World War has considered it
 necessary to create at least a token military force, even when the strategic need has

 been as negligible as ,the financial capacity to support it. Such a force is not purely
 symbolic. The ultimate test of national independence remains in the nuclear what
 it was in the prenuclear age : whether people are prepared to risk their lives in order
 to secure and preserve it.

 The thesis that military power is an intrinsic part of the structure of inter
 national order is not one which will meet with unanimous approval. Attitudes
 towards the place of armed forces in international relations fall somewhere between

 two extremes. On the one hand is the view that armed forces constitute a purely
 destabilising factor on the international scene, and that their abolition would lead
 to greater stability among nations. The arguments in favour of such a view are
 familiar and formidable, for it is true that the weapons which a nation considers

 necessary to its own defence will always be likely to appear to its neighbours as
 an actual or potential threat to themselves. The military preparations carried out
 by the Triple and Dual Alliances in pre-war Europe were inspired almost wholly
 by considerations of self-defence, but they appeared to offer reciprocally an
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 intolerable threat, to be countered only by yet more intensive armament. It is
 no doubt as difficult today for the Soviet Union to believe in the purely defen
 sive intentions of the bombers and missiles which ring her territory, and whose

 devastating powers our political and military leaders frequently extol, as it is for
 us to believe that the powerful units with which the Soviet Union could strike
 at Western Europe will never be used for aggressive purposes. In any case the'
 Balance of Terror' is never wholly stable. It is maintained only by constant effort,
 heavy expense and the dedicated work of military specialists. Those specialists
 must constantly be thinking of the worst possible case, and it is not always easy
 under the circumstances to retain a sense of proportion and to realise that this
 may be the least probable case. It is simpler to judge the political intentions of a
 possible adversary according to his military capabilities; but the actions, writings

 and speeches stemming from such a judgment are likely to engender reciprocal
 alarm and bellicosity on the other side. The result is likely to be one of those arms
 races which inevitably, we are told, end in war.

 Much of this is unfortunately and undeniably true. Yet there -is all too little
 evidence to show that military impotence in itself leads to stability and order. The

 examples of China in 1931, of Abyssinia in 1935, of Czechoslovakia and her allies in
 1938, and of Western empires in the Far East in 1941 are not encouraging. Violence

 can appear a perfectly rational instrument of policy to a state which stands to
 gain important strategic, economic or political advantages from the domination of
 helpless and disorganised neighbours; and the experience of the 1930s suggests that
 under such circumstances only the prospect of immediate and effective counter
 violence can make it appear irrational.

 At the other extreme we have the belief that military power is not merely one
 element of national power and international order, but the basic factor; and that

 no cheque in international politics can be honoured unless there is a full supply of
 military power in the bank to meet it. But such a view is really no more tenable
 than its opposite. There are many reasons which deter even the most powerful and
 ruthless states from attacking their neighbours ; not least the inherent drawbacks of

 violence as an instrument of policy which we have already considered. In certain
 areas of the world?Scandinavia for nearly two hundred years, and now at last
 perhaps Western Europe-social bonds have been forged between nations which
 make their military power increasingly irrelevant; while many states?our own
 not least?have exercised an influence in world politics out of all proportion to
 their military strength. I would suggest, in passing, that the hypothesis that British
 power and prestige in the nineteenth century rested on the strength of the Royal
 Navy calls for considerably more detailed analysis and documentation than it has
 hitherto received.

 The role of military power in international order is in fact as difficult to define as

 is the role of gold in economic transactions ; and the controversies in the economic

 sphere parallel very closely those in the military. Those who believe in the primacy
 of military considerations in international affairs have their parallel in those econo
 mists who insist that a sound currency is the only basis for a healthy economy and
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 who pursue policies of sound finance at whatever short-term cost in social distress.
 Those who deny the need for military power at all have much in common with
 the thinkers who would maintain that the gold standard is a shibboleth contrived

 by financiers for their own profit, and that a workable economic system, based
 perhaps on some form of Social Credit, if not on simple inflation, can be devised
 without reference to it at all.

 To a large extent this economic controversy has died down, or at least is
 conducted rather more intelligently than it was thirty years ago. The thunderings
 of the orthodox have been muted since Lord Keynes showed how far governments

 could carry economic manipulation without incurring disaster. The arguments
 of the reformers sound less persuasive after twenty years of chronic balance-of
 payment problems. We have learned that although man is not the slave of economic
 forces, neither is he their master; that he can sail closer to the wind than was ever

 thought possible, but must still take account of it; and that there are limits to what

 even the most accomplished sailor can do.
 All this was learned-and is still being learned-not only through the hard experi

 ence of treasury officials and business men, but by the reasoning, study and
 debate of academic economists. Today all these three groups work, if not always
 in harmony, at least in fairly fruitful dialectic. But in the field of military affairs

 we are still in the pre-Keynesian era. Pronouncements about military power and
 disarmament are still made by public figures of apparent intelligence and consider

 able authority with a naive dogmatism of a kind such as one finds in virtually no
 other area of social studies or public affairs. The concepts and presuppositions on
 which defence policy are based are seldom subjected in this country to academic
 analysis of a really serious kind, and the suggestion that they should be is usually
 received in Whitehall with a certain lack of enthusiasm. But it is for the academics

 to show first that they have something to contribute; that academic habits and
 techniques really are relevant to the understanding of the part played by military
 power in international order. It is for us to prove that the studies which we are
 now developing in the fields of strategic theory and military history, in the social
 and economic aspects of defence questions, in the military aspects of international
 relations and international law, in the structure of military establishments and
 their political and constitutional relationship with civil society, do not represent
 simply a passing intellectual fashion but that they are both academically reputable
 and socially relevant. Unless their roots within the university are deep and well
 nourished, they can never bear any fruit for the outside world.
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